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ABSTRACT
Diffusion plays a significant role in most materials systems by controlling microstructural
development. Consequently, the overall properties of a material can be largely dependent upon
diffusion. This study investigated the interdiffusion behavior of three binary systems, namely,
Mo-Zr, Fe-Mo, and Fe-Zr. The main interest in these particular metals is for application in
nuclear fuel assemblies. Nuclear fuel plates generally consist of two main components which are
the fuel and the cladding. Due to diffusional interactions that can occur between these two
components, a third is sometimes added between the fuel and cladding to serve as a diffusion
barrier layer. Fe, Mo, and Zr can act as either cladding or barrier layer constituents and both Mo
and Zr also serve as alloying additions in uranium based metallic fuels. Therefore, a fundamental
understanding of the diffusional interactions in these systems is critical in predicting the
performance and lifetime of these fuels.
In order to study this diffusion behavior, a series of solid-to-solid diffusion couples were
assembled between Fe, Mo, and Zr. These couples were then diffusion annealed isothermally for
various predetermined times over a range of temperatures, including some both above and below
the allotropic transformation temperatures for Fe and Zr. Following the diffusion anneal, the
couples were water quenched, cross-sectioned, and prepared for microstructural and
compositional characterization. A combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) were used to obtain
micrographs showing the microstructure and to collect compositional data for identifying
intermediate phases and determining concentration profiles across the interdiffusion zone.
Based on this characterization, the phases that developed in the diffusion zones were
identified. In the Mo-Zr system, a large Zr solid solution layer developed in the couples annealed
iii

at and above 850C and a thin (~1-2 m) layer of Mo2Zr formed in all couples. Growth constants
and concentration dependent interdiffusion coefficients were calculated for the Mo2Zr and Zr
solid solution phases, respectively. In the Fe-Mo system, both the -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6 phases
were observed in couples annealed at 900C and below while -Fe7Mo6 and -Fe solid solution
layers were observed in couples annealed above 900C. The relevant growth constants and
activation energies for growth were calculated. In the Fe-Zr system, the couple annealed at
750C developed an FeZr2 and an FeZr3 layer while the couple annealed at 850C developed an
Fe2Zr and Fe23Zr6 layer in the diffusion zone. The results of this analysis were then compared to
available information from literature and the corresponding binary phase diagrams for each
system. The results are discussed with respect to the effects of the allotropic transformations of
Fe and Zr on the interdiffusion behavior in these systems.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
For over 150 years, scientists have been studying the phenomenon of atomic migration or
diffusion. The reason for this continued interest is the fact that diffusion plays a significant role
in most materials systems by controlling microstructural evolution. Through influencing phase
presence, size, and distribution, diffusion determines the overall properties of a material and
therefore directly impacts the performance of that material. Consequently, a basic understanding
of the diffusion behavior between the various components of any given system is essential in
order to be able to predict and tailor the microstructure to optimize it for a particular application.
One such application where diffusion plays an important role is in nuclear fuel systems.
While there are many different types of nuclear reactors, most nuclear fuel plates generally
consist of two main components which are the fuel and the cladding. The fuel can be either
ceramic or metallic and contains the fissionable material while the cladding is the structural
component and serves the purpose of containment. Many of the metallic fuels currently in use
are uranium-based alloys with the alloying additions often being molybdenum or zirconium. The
cladding materials are often aluminum alloys or stainless steels.
With the increased temperature during fabrication or irradiation, solid-state diffusional
interactions occur between these fuel and cladding components. Depending upon the phases that
form in the reaction zone and the growth rate of these reaction products, this diffusional
interaction could have detrimental effects during reactor operation. Often, the formation of
intermetallics can cause excessive swelling and heat build up due to volume expansion and
undesirable thermal properties which can in turn result in inefficient fuel performance, reduced
service life of the fuel plates, or even catastrophic fuel failure. Another important component of
nuclear fuels that can play a major role in the diffusion behavior of the system are the fission
1

products generated during irradiation including fission gas bubbles that form, which can add to
the already drastic amount of swelling that occurs. Because this diffusional interaction takes
place, a third component is sometimes added to the fuel system to function as a barrier layer
between the fuel and cladding components and is intended to mitigate the reaction. Currently the
most promising candidate materials for this diffusion barrier layer are molybdenum and
zirconium.
The diffusion behavior in these systems can be quite complex due to the numerous
components involved and largely determines the performance of the fuel. Understanding the
behavior becomes complicated even further once irradiation effects are considered. Therefore, it
is critical to simplify the studies to investigate binary diffusion involving the constituents used in
nuclear fuels and then to systematically study the effects of each additional element. This
particular work focused on analyzing the diffusion behavior in the Mo-Zr, Fe-Mo, and Fe-Zr
systems via solid-to-solid diffusion couples to help further advance the knowledge of how these
elements can affect the microstructural development in nuclear fuel systems.
The main objectives of this work were to identify the phases that form in the reaction
zones of diffusion couples between Mo and Zr, Fe and Mo, and Fe and Zr, to calculate any
relevant kinetic data such as growth constants and interdiffusion coefficients, and to investigate
the effects of the allotropic transformations of Fe and Zr on both the phase formation and growth
kinetics. While the initial motivation of this work was for applications in nuclear fuel systems,
the observations and data obtained from this study can be useful for other applications as well.
The phase constituent information and kinetic data calculated based on the diffusion couples
examined in this study could be implemented into experiments and simulations regarding any
other systems containing these components.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Diffusion
2.1.1 Definition and Driving Force
The phenomenon of diffusion refers to the process by which atoms, ions, or molecules
migrate in a gas, liquid, or solid. More specifically, solid-state diffusion refers to atomic
transport in solid phases. Many chemical and microstructural changes in solids take place as a
result of diffusion. Several processes that effect the evolution of a material, including
precipitation, oxidation, and creep, are diffusion controlled processes. Therefore, analyzing this
movement of atoms allows for an understanding of the microstructure and consequently the
properties of a material.
Any process that requires a change in local chemistry occurs via diffusion [1]. In
crystalline solids this means that individual atoms must exchange positions on the crystal lattice.
This solid-state diffusion takes place due to the presence of defects in the material [2]. The
existence of vacancies and interstitial atoms are responsible for lattice diffusion. However,
diffusion can also occur along line and surface defects such as grain boundaries, dislocations,
and free surfaces. Diffusion is generally more rapid along these larger defects than in the lattice
through point defects so they are typically referred to as high diffusivity or short circuit
diffusivity paths. The rate at which this exchange occurs can be different for each atomic species
and varies as a function of composition and temperature [1].
The overall driving force for diffusion to occur is to lower the free energy of the system
in order to reach the lowest possible energy state or equilibrium. Several different factors can
contribute to this driving force including a chemical potential gradient, an electrical potential
3

gradient, a thermal gradient, or a stress gradient. In this work, only a chemical potential gradient
was imposed during an isothermal diffusion anneal in the form of a concentration gradient
created by placing two pure metals in contact. If these two metals are in contact at a sufficiently
high temperature, interdiffusion will occur [3]. In other words, the atoms will migrate in order to
reduce the imposed concentration gradient thereby reducing the free energy of the system.

2.1.2 Gibbs Phase Rule
Depending upon the nature of the two pure metals and the annealing temperature and
time, the elements will have a different concentration distribution. If the two starting metals are
completely miscible at the anneal temperature, the resulting concentration profile will be
relatively smooth with no discontinuities [3]. However, if the two starting metals are only
partially miscible or react to form intermediate phases, discontinuities will appear in the
concentration profiles that are closely related to the binary phase diagram of the system [3].
Examples of the two situations are shown in Figure 1 for reference. While the exact profile
within each phase cannot be determined based on the phase diagram, the concentration values at
any interfaces can be obtained from the phase diagram assuming equilibrium conditions [3]. The
reason for the formation of the straight interface between  and  in the hypothetical A vs. B
binary multiphase diffusion couple as shown in Figure 1d is that the couple must follow the basic
thermodynamic consideration of the Gibbs phase rule. It follows that only single-phase regions
can form in such a couple where temperature and pressure are fixed because an additional degree
of freedom would be necessary in order to vary concentration or in other words for diffusion to
occur. Therefore, two-phase regions and non-planar interfaces cannot develop during isothermal
anneal of a binary diffusion couple.

4

Figure 1: Schematics of a) isomorphous phase diagram of hypothetical A-B system b)
corresponding concentration profile of an A vs. B diffusion couple annealed at the temperature
indicated by the horizontal line c) eutectic phase diagram of hypothetical A-B system and d)
corresponding concentration profile of an A vs. B diffusion couple annealed at the temperature
indicated by the horizontal line.

2.1.3 Reaction Diffusion
Reaction diffusion is a process governed by both the rate of diffusion across the product
phases and the reactions taking place at the interfaces [4]. Therefore, the growth kinetics of a
compound layer are determined by a combination of both of the following processes [5]:
(i)

the diffusion of matter across the compound layer where the diffusion flux slows
down with increasing layer thickness

(ii)

the rearrangement of atoms at the interfaces required for the growth of the
compound layer.

5

In order for a compound layer to form, the diffusion of the reacting species is a necessary,
but not sufficient step because, in addition, the chemical reaction step must follow the diffusion
of the reactants for the formation of the product phase to occur [6]. More specifically, according
to Dybkov, the process leading to an increase in thickness of a compound layer can be divided
into two groups. The first group includes the steps that the duration of which are dependent on
both the existing layer thickness and the increase in its thickness [6]. In this group, the only step
involved is the diffusion of atoms within the compound layer or “internal” diffusion. The second
group includes steps that the duration of which depends only on the increase in layer thickness.
These steps include [6]:
(i)

the transition of a given kind of atom from one phase into an adjacent one or
“external” diffusion

(ii)

the redistribution of atomic orbitals of the reacting elements, and

(iii)

the rearrangement of the lattice of an initial phase into the lattice of a chemical
compound.

A schematic of a hypothetical binary phase diagram where one compound layer exists
between mutually insoluble elementary substances A and B is presented in Figure 2 to illustrate
the growth process of the chemical compound ApBq [7]. The growth rate of the intermetallic
ApBq is dependent on both the rate of B and A diffusing to the A/ApBq and ApBq/B interfaces,
respectively, and the rate of the chemical reactions taking place at those interfaces. There are
therefore typically two main growth regimes that describe compound layer formation. It follows
that if the interfacial reaction controls the process, the kinetic description is called interface or
reaction controlled [5]. In the initial stages of intermediate phase formation, the layer is still
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relatively thin and thus provides a short diffusion path for the A and B atoms to migrate across
the interface. This initial stage is typically reaction controlled since there is an essentially
constant supply of atoms to the respective interfaces and is hence governed by the rate at which
the atoms can arrange themselves into the lattice of the reaction product. In this case, the layer
thickness increases linearly as a function of the anneal time. However, if the diffusion process is
the rate-limiting factor and controls the growth rate, the corresponding kinetic description is
termed diffusion controlled [5]. As the layer grows in thickness, it becomes increasingly difficult
for the atoms to diffuse to the opposite interfaces to supply the reaction. Hence there are fewer
atoms available to participate in the reaction in turn slowing down the reaction rate. For diffusion
controlled processes, the layer thickness increases proportionally to the square root of the anneal
time.

Figure 2: Schematic phase diagram to illustrate the growth process of the ApBq chemical
compound layer at the interface between mutually insoluble elementary substances A and B.
7

When researchers initially considered reaction diffusion between two primary solid
solutions, it was assumed that each phase present in the equilibrium phase diagram at the
diffusion anneal temperature would form in the diffusion zone [8]. However, based on more
recent research, not all of the stable intermediate compounds will necessarily grow to an
observable thickness even after long anneal times [9]. Several investigations have been
conducted to provide theoretical analyses of the formation and growth rates of intermetallic
compound layers in binary systems [8-12]. According to these studies, there are several factors
that influence the growth rate of a compound layer. A particular intermediate phase will grow
more rapidly if:
(i)

the diffusion coefficient in the layer is larger

(ii)

the diffusion coefficients in the surrounding phases are smaller

(iii)

the homogeneity range of the phase is larger

(iv)

the concentration range of the surrounding two-phase areas is narrower

(v)

the crystal structures between adjoining phases are similar.

These observations, however, are not absolute. In fact, a phase may only obey one or two
of these “rules” and still grow thicker than another. Therefore, further studies need to be
conducted to more fully investigate the conditions under which intermetallic layers form and
grow more rapidly.

2.1.4 Diffusion Equations
In order to understand the diffusion process, it is first necessary to be able to describe it
using a formalism that relates how the atoms move to the current condition of the system. There
are two main approaches to developing this description which are the atomistic approach and the
8

continuum approach. The atomistic approach describes the periodic jumping of individual atoms
from one lattice site to another through statistical thermodynamics. The continuum approach
assumes a continuum solid and does not assume a particular diffusion mechanism. The
phenomenological expressions of irreversible thermodynamics are used in the continuum
approach; hence, it is also sometimes referred to as the phenomenological approach. The
continuum approach can be used to analyze and predict microstructural and composition
evolution in a material. For the purposes of this study, the phenomenological approach was used
for quantitative analysis of the diffusion couples.
The phenomenological formalism defines fluxes as measures of motion and relates them
to forces defined in terms of gradients of the properties of the system calculated from the current
condition of the system [1]. For example, it is a well known phenomenon that heat flows from
hot to cold regions. Such a flux of heat in the presence of a temperature gradient is described by
Fourier’s Law as

(1)

where

is the heat flux, i.e. the flow of heat per unit area of the plane through which the heat

traverses per second,

is the temperature gradient, and

is the thermal conductivity. Here the

minus sign reflects the fact that the heat flows from high to low temperatures; in the direction of
heat flow the temperature gradient is

.

Similarly, the phenomenological formalism, which yields Fick’s Laws for diffusion in
single-phase multicomponent systems, is widely accepted as the basis for the mathematical
9

description of diffusion [1]. The expression for the flow of particles from high concentration to
low concentration is analogous to that for the flow of heat from hot to cold and is given by the
expression

(2)

where

is the flux of component ,

is the concentration gradient of component , and

is

the proportionality constant known as the diffusion coefficient of component [2]. Again, the
minus sign reflects the fact that the particles typically flow from regions of high concentration to
low concentration. This relation is known as Fick’s First Law and was named after Adolf Fick
who first formulated it [13]. The flux represents the number of particles crossing a unit area per
unit time. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3. In SI units, the concentration is expressed in
terms of number of particles or moles per m3 and the distance x in m. Therefore, the diffusion
coefficient has units of m2/s.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of Fick's First Law where the concentration gradient is the
driving force for diffusion to occur.
10

Fick’s First Law is applicable under steady state when there is no change in composition
over time or, in other words, when

and the solution is relatively trivial. However, if the

concentration varies as a function of time, the equation must be modified to account for the nonsteady state or transient condition. If the concentration is changing over time, it means that the
amount of material that entered the volume over a unit of time is different than that which left
during that same time. In this case, the continuity equation, which represents the net increase in
the concentration in the volume can be invoked and is expressed as

(3)

The continuity equation can then be combined with Fick’s First Law to obtain the expression

(4)

If the diffusivity can be assumed to be constant, i.e. independent of concentration, this equation
simplifies to a linear second order partial differential equation expressed as

(5)

This expression is known as Fick’s Second Law and can provide an approximation of the
concentration profile as a function of distance in the form of an error function solution if the
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initial and boundary conditions are known and substituted into the equation [14]. This is an
adequate solution for diffusion in systems in which the two starting metals are completely
miscible at the anneal temperature like the hypothetical A-B system shown previously in Figure
1a. However, such a system is not typical in practice and the diffusion coefficient is generally a
function of both concentration and temperature. This means that Equation 4 remains a nonlinear
second order partial differential equation. Solutions to equations of this form cannot be obtained
analytically and therefore must be found numerically.
When considering interdiffusion (or chemical diffusion) in binary systems, as observed
with respect to a laboratory or fixed frame of reference, the diffusion coefficient is often a
function of composition. The interdiffusion coefficient, denoted as , can be determined using a
method known as the Boltzmann-Matano method [15, 16]. Based on Boltzmann’s work, the
nonlinear partial differential equation form of Fick’s Second Law can be transformed into a
nonlinear ordinary differential equation even when the interdiffusion coefficient is a function of
concentration [15]. This is done by utilizing a scaling parameter, which is known as the
Boltzmann parameter given by

(6)

where x is the distance and t is the time. Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 4 yields

(7)
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Then, using this transformation, Matano developed a solution to the equation by considering the
initial and boundary conditions for a binary diffusion couple of
and

when

and

when

and

[16]. This solution is expressed as

(8)

under the condition that

(9)

If the annealing time is constant, Equation 9 simplifies to

(10)

under the condition that

(11)

The location of the Matano plane, or the plane of mass balance, xo, is determined when this
condition is satisfied and is required for further analysis. The position of the Matano plane can be
obtained from the experimental concentration profile and can then be used to calculate the
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interdiffusion coefficient as described in further detail in section 3.3.2. This technique is valid as
long as the semi-infinite boundary conditions are not violated meaning the concentrations at the
terminal ends of the diffusion couple must remain unchanged. Also, the volume of the diffusion
couple must be able to be assumed as a constant in order to use this method. For a binary system,
this typically means that the total molar volume of the system must obey Vegard’s Law, given as

(12)

where

is the total molar volume of the system,

components A and B respectively, and

and

and

are the partial molar volumes of

are the mole fractions of components A and B

respectively.
When interdiffusion, or diffusion with respect to a fixed reference frame, is considered
certain constraints are imposed. These constraints are based on the conservation of mass and are
given by

and

(

)

(13)

For a binary system, there are only two components and these constraints simplify to

and

Therefore,

(

)

and there is only one interdiffusion coefficient for a binary system.
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(14)

2.2 Allotropic Transformations
2.2.1 Phase Transformations
Most matter in the universe exists in three different states including solid, liquid, and gas.
The stable phase of a material in the solid state is dependent on various thermodynamic
properties including volume, pressure, and temperature. If any of these thermodynamic quantities
is changed, the Gibbs free energy of the system will also change consequently. A phase
transformation is said to occur if this change in free energy causes a change in the structure of
the material. Such a phase transformation will only occur if the structure of the new phase will
result in a lower free energy. The phase that has the minimum free energy under the particular set
of thermodynamic conditions will be the equilibrium phase.
Phase transformations in materials can be characterized into two major modes which are
homogeneous and heterogeneous transformations [17]. Homogeneous transformations occur
over the entire volume of the material simultaneously while heterogeneous transformations occur
in various regions over time. Further classifications of phase transformations can be made under
these two main modes. Heterogeneous transformations involve a nucleation and growth process.
This process occurs for both liquid-to-solid and some solid-to-solid transformations.
Heterogeneous solid-to-solid transformations can also be divided into two main categories that
involve thermally activated growth and athermal growth. The transformations that are thermally
activated are called diffusional transformations. These diffusional transformations make up the
majority of phase transformations that occur in the solid state and can be roughly divided into
five different groups: (a) precipitation reactions, (b) eutectoid transformations, (c) order/disorder
reactions, (d) massive transformations, and (e) polymorphic transformations [18]. Understanding
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phase stability and phase transformations is essential in materials science because all of the
properties of any material depend on its phase constituents. This section, however, will focus on
the driving forces and examples of polymorphic transformations.

2.2.2 Polymorphic Transformations
Some materials exhibit more than one type of crystal structure depending primarily on
temperature and sometimes on pressure, or severe deformation. Such a transformation of the
crystalline structure without any change in the chemical composition can occur because one
particular arrangement of atoms is more stable than another in certain temperature ranges [19].
The materials that exhibit this phenomenon are said to be polymorphic in nature. Polymorphism
of pure metallic elements is called allotropism and more than 20 of the over 70 known metals
have temperature allotropism [20]. Just a few of the materials that are known to exhibit this
allotropic behavior are listed in Table 1 along with the crystal structures of the allotropes and the
temperature ranges in which they are stable [21]. The important trend among these
transformations is that, in most cases, the transformations are from a close-packed structure
(hexagonal or fcc) at low temperatures to a more open structure (bcc) at high temperatures. For
the purposes of this thesis, the allotropic transformations in Fe and Zr are of importance and will
be discussed further. As shown in Table 1, there are two allotropes of Zr which are denoted as Zr and -Zr. The low temperature allotrope is -Zr and has an hcp crystal structure while the
high temperature allotrope is -Zr and has a bcc crystal structure. The transformation takes place
at 863C and follows the typical trend of transforming from a close packed structure at low
temperature to a more open structure at high temperature. Fe, however, is an exception to this
rule and hence will be described in more detail in section 2.2.4.
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Table 1: Known allotropes of some materials.
Temperature

Crystal

Pearson

Range (C)

Structure

Symbol

-Be

1270 - 1289

bcc

cI2

W

-Be

RT - 1270

hcp

hP2

Mg

-Co

422 - 1495

fcc

cF4

Cu

-Co

RT - 422

hcp

hP2

Mg

-Fe

1394 - 1538

bcc

cI2

W

γ-Fe

911 - 1394

fcc

cF4

Cu

-Fe

RT - 911

bcc

cI2

W

-Gd

1235 - 1313

bcc

cI2

W

-Gd

RT - 1235

hcp

hP2

Mg

-Sn

13 - 232

tetragonal

tI4

Sn

-Sn

< 13

diamond cubic

cF8

C

-Ti

882 - 1670

bcc

cI2

W

-Ti

RT - 882

hcp

hP2

Mg

γ-U

776 - 1135

bcc

cI2

W

-U

668 - 776

tetragonal

tP30

U

-U

RT - 668

orthorhombic

oS4

U

-Y

1478 - 1522

bcc

cI2

W

-Y

RT - 1478

hcp

hP2

Mg

-Zr

863 - 1855

bcc

cI2

W

-Zr

RT - 863

hcp

hP2

Mg

Phase
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Prototype

2.2.3 Driving Forces for Allotropic Transformations
As with any phase transformations, the driving force for an allotropic transformation to
occur is the reduction of the Gibbs free energy of the system. In order for two different solid
structures to be more stable at different temperatures the Gibbs free energy of the stable phase
must be lower in that temperature range. Therefore, the existence of allotropism requires that the
free energy curves for the two structures are intersecting [22]. This concept can be understood
from the schematic free energy curves for a solid and liquid phase in Figure 4 [18]. Below the
temperature of the intersection point of the two free energy curves, i.e. the melting point in this
case, the solid phase is stable because it has the lower free energy in that temperature range.
However, above the melting point, the liquid is the more stable phase and hence the
transformation will occur at temperatures above that point. While this plot represents the change
in free energy from the solid to liquid state, the same principle applies to an allotropic
transformation. In order for an allotropic transformation to occur, there has to be a change in
which phase has the lower free energy above a certain temperature. This means that the free
energy curves of the two phases must intersect.

Figure 4: Variation of enthalpy (H) and free energy (G) with temperature for the solid and liquid
phases of a pure metal.
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The fact that the free energy curves must intersect indicates that the heat capacities of the
two phases must be different. The value of the heat capacity is represented by the slope of the
enthalpy curve as shown in Figure 5 [18]. The heat capacity can also be broken down into
several components including the contributions from harmonic lattice vibration, anharmonic
lattice vibration, electronic excitations, and magnetic excitations. Then the heat capacity is given
as,

(15)

where the terms in order denote the heat capacity from harmonic phonons, from anharmonicity
in the lattice vibrations, from electronic excitations, and from magnetic excitations [22]. These
factors, therefore, can all influence the final free energy of the different allotropes and might
account for the fact that open structures are more stable at high temperatures while close-packed
structures are more stable at low temperatures.

Figure 5: Variation of Gibbs free energy and enthalpy curves with temperature showing relation
of Cp to slope of the enthalpy curve.
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Two terms that can contribute to the overall heat capacity of the system are from the
harmonic and anharmonic phonons that represent the modes of vibration in the crystal lattice. It
has been argued by Zener that bcc structures are more favorable at high temperatures due to a
more rapid decrease in free energy with temperature because a more open structure has a
transverse phonon mode with a particularly low frequency [23]. This requires that there is a
small structural dependence on the Debye temperature [22]. The Debye model treats lattice
vibrations as phonons in a box and the Debye temperature represents the temperature at which
the highest frequency mode and hence all modes of vibration are excited. Based on research
conducted by Grimvall and Ebbsjo, there is a significant tendency for the free energy due to
harmonic lattice vibrations (or equivalently the Debye temperature) of a bcc structure to be a few
percent lower than that for fcc or hcp structures [22]. This agrees with Zener’s assertion and
suggests that this is one of the reasons that bcc is the more favorable high temperature structure.
For simple metals the electrons are well described by a free electron gas and since the atomic
volume is only changed by a few percent on allotropic transformations, there is no significant
structure dependence on the free energy due to the electronic contribution for these metals.
However, for transition metals, the d-band density of states can vary considerably with the lattice
structure [24]. This may be a possible reason for allotropism in transition metals. Although the
electronic free energy should be considered for transition metals like titanium and zirconium, the
vibrational free energy contribution still plays a more significant role [24]. In many cases, the
magnetic contribution to the free energy can be ignored. However, in cases like that of iron, it
can play a significant role. For iron, it is necessary to consider the combined effect of the
electronic and magnetic free energies in order to explain its allotropism. The allotropes of Fe will
be discussed further in the following section.
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2.2.4 Allotropes of Fe
As demonstrated by Table 1, there are many systems that exhibit allotropic
transformations. Most of them follow a similar trend having a close-packed allotrope (hcp or fcc)
at low temperature and a more open structure allotrope (bcc) at high temperature. Perhaps the
most important industrially are the allotropes of iron. Pure iron has three different allotropes
when considering atmospheric pressure. These include the , , and  phases. The  phase exists
below 911C and has a bcc crystal structure. Once it is heated above 911C it changes to an fcc
form called -Fe. This allotropic transformation plays a significant role in the heat treatment and
processing of most steels so it is the more important transformation in this system. As -Fe is
heated above 1392C it changes once again back to a bcc lattice. This high temperature allotrope
is known as the  phase. Finally iron melts at 1536C. These transformations and transformation
temperatures are indicated on the schematic heating and cooling cycle shown in Figure 6 [19].

Figure 6: Allotropic transformations of iron during heating and cooling.
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One of the reasons for its industrial importance is that the high temperature -Fe phase
has a significantly higher solubility for carbon than the low temperature  phase. This fact is
exploited in steel making and used in order to supersaturate -Fe and then perform additional
heat treatments to tailor the final microstructure and properties of the steels. In theory, the
allotropic transformations in any case should occur at the same temperatures upon heating and
cooling. However, this is not necessarily the case because of the necessity of undercooling. The
transformations therefore take place at lower temperatures during cooling than upon heating as
suggested in Figure 6 for the  to -Fe transformation. The difference between the allotropic
transformation temperature upon heating and cooling is known as temperature hysteresis. As the
cooling rate increases the temperature hysteresis also increases.
Iron is a unique case because, based on the typical trend, the lower temperature -Fe
phase should be close-packed i.e., hcp or fcc, and the higher temperature -Fe phase should be a
more open structure like bcc. This trend is followed, however, in the  to -Fe as -Fe is fcc and
-Fe is bcc. The deviation from this tendency at low temperatures is associated with a change in
the magnetic properties of iron rather than an atomic rearrangement. As shown on the schematic
in Figure 6, there is a change that occurs at 769C upon heating and cooling. Below this
temperature -Fe is ferromagnetic while above this temperature it is paramagnetic. The
temperature when this transition in magnetic properties occurs is called the Curie temperature.
This paramagnetic -Fe was originally thought to be another allotrope of iron and it was called
-Fe. However, it is now known to be simply a magnetic transition rather than a structural one.
Therefore, the low temperature bcc allotrope -Fe can be explained by considering the combined
effect of the electronic and magnetic free energy on the overall free energy of the system [24].
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2.3 Mo-Zr System
2.3.1 Phase Diagram
The composition range and crystal structure of the equilibrium phases in the Mo-Zr
system within the temperature range considered in this study are presented in Table 2 and a
phase diagram is shown in Figure 7 for reference [25].
Table 2: Composition range and crystal structure of phases present in the Mo-Zr phase diagram.
Phase

Wt.% Zr

Pearson
Symbol

Mo

0 - 10

cI2

Mo2Zr

32 - 39

cF24

β-Zr

58 - 100

cI2

α-Zr

100

hP2

Figure 7: Binary Mo-Zr phase diagram.
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The Mo-Zr phase diagram has been reviewed and presented in literature several times
[26-31]. It was first presented by Hansen and Anderko in 1958 and was based largely upon
previous experimental work [26]. A modified version of Hansen’s compilation was later
presented by Kubaschewski and von Goldbeck based on measurements obtained in further
experimental work [27]. These two phase diagrams were very similar with the exception of the
homogeneity range of the Mo2Zr phase. Hansen proposed that the intermediate phase was a
stoichiometric line compound while Kubaschewski claimed that it had a solubility range based
on the composition range reported in literature at the time. In 1980, Brewer and Lamoreaux
suggested that there was a peritectic reaction of L + Mo2Zr  -Zr at 1846 K contrary to the
eutectic reaction previously reported [28]. However, the construction of the Mo-Zr phase
diagram without the eutectic proposed by other investigators has not been accepted in the recent
diffusion study by Bhatt [29]. More recently, in 2002 and 2003, thermodynamic assessments of
the Mo-Zr phase diagram were conducted by Zinkevich and Perez and, respectively [30-32]. The
updated phase diagrams from these two studies are presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Updated Mo-Zr binary phase diagrams based on thermodynamic assessments presented
by a) Zinkevich in 2002 and b) Perez in 2003.
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The more recent assessments agree well with each other with no major discrepancies
between the presented phase diagrams. According to both, Mo and Zr can substitute for each
other to a rather large extent in the bcc phase while the solubility of Mo in hcp-Zr is negligible.
Both also agree that there exists only one intermetallic phase, Mo2Zr, which is formed
peritectically. The fact that the homogeneity range of this intermetallic spreads over several
atomic percent, however, is challenged and is suggested by both to be less than that indicated by
the dotted line in Figure 7. Another feature that is notably different in the recent thermodynamic
assessments is the lower solubility of Mo in bcc-Zr than indicated by the dotted line in Figure 7.
These issues will be discussed with respect to the results of this work in section 5.1.

2.3.2 Diffusion Studies
Only a few reports of diffusion in the Mo-Zr system were obtained upon a literature
review. Sweeny investigated diffusion in the Mo-Zr system in 1964 [33]. Intermediate phases,
intended for superconductivity measurements, were prepared by diffusing Zr with Mo.
Composition of the phases was estimated from electron probe measurements. The results
indicated that MoZr was observed but the equilibrium phase Mo2Zr reported by Hansen, and all
investigators since, was not found in the temperature range investigated. However, MoZr does
not appear as an equilibrium phase on the binary phase diagram as shown previously.
Another report of diffusion in the Mo-Zr system was based on diffusion welding of a
composite with a zirconium based matrix reinforced with molybdenum wires conducted by
Karpinos in 1987 [34]. Metallographic investigation following the diffusion welding revealed
that interaction zones formed around the Mo fibers. The diffusion zone that formed as a result of
the diffusion welding process was reported to be one-sided diffusion of Mo into Zr. According to
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the study, the diffusion zone remained practically unchanged even after lengthy anneal times at
923K (650C), while annealing at 1373K (1100C) lead to growth of the diffusion zone and an
increase in the Mo concentration in it. Based on the phase diagram and the measured
compositions, the layer was determined to be a solid solution of Mo in Zr. No diffusion of Zr
into Mo was observed in this study.
The most recent report of diffusion in the Mo-Zr system was provided by Bhatt in 2000
[32]. Because an observable amount of diffusion typically only occurs at high temperatures for
refractory metal systems and experimentally handling low melting phases can be difficult, very
little diffusion data is available in literature. However, Bhatt developed a technique for
containing the liquids by melting the low melting components in a cup made of the high melting
components, in this case Zr and Mo, respectively. The cup is then placed in a tungsten effusion
cell and heated in an electron bombardment furnace. The sample is heated so that the required
temperature is attained within 2 minutes. The sample is then furnace quenched after the
predetermined anneal time at a cooling rate greater than 500K per minute. Using this method,
diffusion data for both the Mo solid solution and the intermediate phase were provided for the
Mo-Zr system. For the Mo-Zr system, two different anneals were conducted in this study, one at
2358K for 600 seconds to investigate diffusion in the Mo solid solution phase and the other at
2093K for 1800 seconds to investigate diffusion in the Mo2Zr intermediate phase. The
composition dependent interdiffusion coefficient for the Mo solid solution phase at 2358K was
calculated to range from 1.63 x 10-13 to 1.27 x 10-14 m2/s for Zr concentrations from 4.9 to 0 at.%
respectively. The interdiffusion coefficient for the Mo2Zr intermediate phase at 2093K was also
calculated and was determined to be 8.83 x 10-14 m2/s.
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2.4 Fe-Mo System
2.4.1 Phase Diagram
The composition range and crystal structure of the equilibrium phases in the Fe-Mo
system within the temperature range considered in this study are presented in Table 3 and a
phase diagram is shown in Figure 9 for reference [35].
Table 3: Composition range and crystal structure of phases present in the Fe-Mo phase diagram.
Phase

At.% Mo

Pearson
Symbol

α-Fe

0 - 24.4

cI2

γ-Fe

0 - 1.7

cF4

λ-Fe2Mo

33.3

hP12

μ-Fe7Mo6

39 - 44

hR13

Mo

68.7 - 100

cI2

Figure 9: Binary Fe-Mo phase diagram.
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The Fe-Mo phase diagram has been reviewed and presented in literature several times
[26, 31, 35-37]. It was first presented by Hansen and Anderko in 1958 and was essentially based
upon experimental work published before 1930 [26]. According to Hansen’s version, only two
intermediate phases were present,  and . A modified version of Hansen’s compilation was
later presented in 1967 by Sinha after re-determining the Fe-rich side of the phase diagram [36].
Sinha reported a new R phase and confirmed the existence of the  phase that had since been
observed experimentally. Most investigators up to that point had not detected the  phase
however. In 1974, Heijwegen presented a phase diagram determined based on a diffusion couple
analysis [37]. The  phase was again not observed and was hence removed from that version of
the phase diagram. Guillermet then published a version in 1982 based on experimental data and a
thermodynamic assessment again including the  phase [35]. Most recently, Zinkevich and
Mattern provided a thermodynamic assessment of the Fe-Mo phase diagram and it agrees quite
well with Guillermet’s representation with the exception of slight differences in some solubility
ranges [31, 38]. The earlier versions of the Fe-Mo phase diagram are presented in for reference.

Figure 10: Early versions of Fe-Mo binary phase diagrams based on experimental work as
presented by a) Sinha in 1967 and b) Heijwegen in 1974.
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2.4.2 Diffusion Studies
There are two main reports in literature where the Fe-Mo system was investigated via
solid-to-solid diffusion couple method [37, 39]. In the earlier study, Rawlings assembled couples
between the two pure metals using mechanical bonding and annealed them at temperatures
ranging from 800 to 1405C [39]. The diffusion couples were then examined via microprobe.
The authors do not mention the solid solutions phases and instead focused on the intermetallic
phases that developed in the couples. In all couples, the authors reportedly observed the  phase
at about 60 at.% Fe and the R-phase at about 63 at.% Fe. They also observed very thin layers of
the  phase at and above anneal temperatures of 1255C.
The second study, conducted by Heijwegen in 1974, used diffusion couples to determine
the phase diagram as shown in Figure 10b [37]. Diffusion couples were assembled between both
pure metals and binary alloys in order to investigate phase boundaries. The couples were spot
welded instead of mechanically bonded prior to diffusion anneals in the temperature range of 800
to 1300C. The concentration measurements conducted throughout this study were performed
using an EPMA. According to the authors, the  phase was not detected in any of the couples
and it was suggested that this phase is only stable in the presence of other additions. Based on the
diffusion couple analysis, it was determined that the R phase is stable above 1200C. The 
phase was also determined to be a stable high temperature phase with a slightly larger
homogeneity range than that suggested by Hansen. The homogeneity range of the  phase was
observed to be larger also at about 4.5 at.% Fe as compared to the 1 at.% Fe as reported by
Sinha.
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2.5 Fe-Zr System
2.5.1 Phase Diagram
The composition range and crystal structure of the equilibrium phases in the Fe-Zr
system within the temperature range considered in this study are presented in Table 4 and a
phase diagram is shown in Figure 11 for reference [40].
Table 4: Composition range and crystal structure of phases present in the Fe-Zr phase diagram.
Phase

At.% Fe

Pearson
Symbol

α-Fe

99.9 - 100

cI2

Fe23Zr6

79.3

cF116

Fe2Zr

66 - 73

cF24

FeZr2

31 - 33.3

tI12

FeZr3

24 - 27

oC16

β-Zr

0-7

cI2

α-Zr

0

hP2

Figure 11: Binary Fe-Zr phase diagram.
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The Fe-Zr phase diagram has been reviewed and presented in literature several times [4045], as shown in Figure 12. One of the earlier versions was presented by Arias as shown in
Figure 12 [41]. The key features to notice in this phase diagram are the ZrFe3 phase and the high
temperature Zr2Fe phase. Another version was then published by Okamoto in 1993 showing the
extension of the Zr2Fe phase field down to room temperature and renaming the phase previously
identified as Fe3Zr as Fe23Zr6 [40]. Several groups investigated this Fe23Zr6 phase and varying
results ignited controversy regarding its existence. One of the studies was conducted by Liu in
1995 in which the existence of the, then still known as the Fe3Zr phase, was investigated via
TEM imaging, electron diffraction and STEM composition analysis [46]. The phase was
determined to have a composition and crystal structure belonging to the Th6Mn23 prototype,
hence the change in notation. Still concerned with the contradictory results obtained by several
authors regarding this phase, Servant published another version of the phase diagram in 1995
based on an experimental and thermodynamic assessment [42]. The existence of the Fe23Zr6
phase was confirmed in this study and the phase diagram presented resembled that reported by
Okamoto with smaller homogeneity ranges for the intermediate phases. Around the same time,
Granovsky was also investigating the intermetallic phases in the Fe-rich region of the phase
diagram via X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy [43]. The results agreed well with
Okamoto’s phase diagram and no significant changes were published from this study. Another
experimental study was conducted by Abraham which also confirmed the existence of Fe23Zr6 in
an Fe-9.8at.%Zr alloy [47]. In 2001 Jiang published a phase diagram based on thermodynamic
calculations that looked similar to Servant’s [44]. The most recent phase diagram was published
by Stein in 2002. The Fe23Zr6 phase was again removed because Stein suggested that it was not
an equilibrium phase in the binary system and was oxygen stabilized.
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Figure 12: Various versions of the Fe-Zr phase diagram based on thermodynamic calculations
and experimental values.

2.5.2 Diffusion Studies
A few studies regarding diffusion in the Fe-Zr system have been reported [33, 48, 49]. In
1964 Sweeney observed the Fe2Zr, FeZr2, and FeZr3 intermetallics when Zr was diffused with Fe
to form intermediate phases for superconductivity measurements [33]. A study conducted by
Harada in 1986 confirmed the presence of FeZr3 in the diffusion zone at the interface of Fe and
Zr thin films annealed below 1273K [48]. The most relevant study was conducted by
Bhanumurthy in 1991 when a more traditional diffusion couple study was performed. The results
of this investigation showed that FeZr3 formed in couples annealed at and above 1134K, Fe2Zr,
FeZr2, and FeZr3 all formed in the couple annealed at 1213K and no intermetallics formed in
couples annealed in the temperature range of 973 to 1073K [49].
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
3.1 Diffusion Couple Experiments
The interdiffusion behavior in the Mo-Zr, Fe-Mo, and Fe-Zr systems was investigated via
solid-to-solid diffusion couples. One-half inch diameter rods of 99.9% pure Mo, 99.9% pure Fe,
and 99.2% pure Zr were acquired from Alfa Aesar. These rods were cross-sectioned into disks
approximately 2 to 3 millimeters in thickness. After being cross-sectioned, the disks were
mounted in epoxy and metallographically polished down to 1200 grit surface finish using silicon
carbide (SiC) grinding paper and ethanol as a lubricant. Following polishing, the disks were
removed from the epoxy mounts and placed in ethanol in order to mitigate further oxidation. The
polished surfaces of the disks were then mechanically bonded through assembly into a stainless
steel jig consisting of one inch diameter plates, three screws, and three nuts with two alumina
disks in between the metals of interest and the steel plates that served as spacers to prevent them
from bonding to each other once raised to the anneal temperature as schematically shown in
Figure 13. The two metal disks of interest were also polished once again at 1200 grit
immediately before assembly to ensure that any native oxide scale was removed before final
assembly.

Figure 13: Schematic of a solid-to-solid diffusion couple assembly including stainless steel jig,
alumina spacers, and two metal disks of interest.
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Once assembled, the entire jig was placed in a quartz capsule, as shown in Figure 14,
designed specifically for the diffusion couple to be sealed under vacuum or an inert atmosphere
to prevent oxidation at high temperatures. A piece of tantalum foil was also placed in each quartz
capsule to serve as an oxygen getter to further prevent oxidation due to the presence of any
residual oxygen in the capsule after being sealed. The cap was then sealed on the capsule using
an oxy-fuel welding torch. Immediately after the cap was fully sealed, the entire capsule was
attached to the vacuum system shown in Figure 15 and evacuated to a rough vacuum. The
capsule was then flushed a minimum of three times with ultra-high purity argon and hydrogen to
getter any remaining oxygen. Finally, the capsule was evacuated to a high vacuum of 9 x 10-6
torr or below before the capsule was completely sealed using the oxy-fuel torch. Each diffusion
couple was then isothermally annealed in a pre-heated Lindberg/Blue three-zone tube furnace,
shown in Figure 16, for the predetermined time. An experimental matrix detailing the anneal
temperatures and times for each couple is presented in Table 5 for reference.
After the anneal time had elapsed, the capsules were removed from the furnace and
quenched in a bucket of room temperature water and immediately broken open so the diffusion
couple itself cooled as quickly as possible. The diffusion couple jig was then removed from the
quench water and allowed to dry. Once dry, the entire jig assembly was mounted in epoxy and
allowed to cure overnight. The diffusion couple was then cut out of the jig by sectioning through
the alumina spacer and the three screws on each side of the couple using an Allied low speed
saw using a diamond wafering blade and an oil lubricant. Only the couple was then remounted in
epoxy and cross-sectioned perpendicular to the interface. One half of the couple was then
metallographically polished down to a 3 m surface finish using a combination of SiC grinding
paper and oil-based diamond compound.
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Figure 14: Quartz capsule designed for encapsulation of diffusion couple under vacuum or inert
atmosphere to prevent oxidation during high temperature anneal.

Figure 15: Vacuum system used during encapsulation of diffusion couples for evacuation and
purging with inert gas.

Figure 16: Lindberg/Blue three-zone tube furnace used for high temperature annealing of
diffusion couples.
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Table 5: Experimental diffusion couple matrix detailing anneal temperatures and times.
Diffusion Couple
Side 1

Mo

Fe

Side 2

Temperature
(C)

Anneal
Time
(days)

Anneal
Time
(hours)

700

60

1440

750

30

720

850

15

360

950

15

360

1000

15

360

1050

15

360

650

60

1440

750

30

720

850

15

360

850

30

720

900

30

720

1000

15

360

3

72

5

120

8

192

15

360

750

30

720

850

15

360

Zr

Mo

1050

Fe

Zr
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3.2 Interdiffusion Zone Characterization
Once the diffusion couples were polished, optical microscopy was used to verify the bond
quality between the two metal specimens. If well bonded, a Zeiss Ultra-55 FEG SEM operated
at 20 kV accelerating voltage was then employed to characterize the microstructure of the
interdiffusion zone (IDZ). The backscatter electron (BSE) imaging mode was used to obtain
compositional contrast to distinguish the various phases present. With the sample at a working
distance of 13 mm, EDS point analysis was used to identify the phase constituents within the
IDZ. Also, preliminary line scans were performed using EDS to determine whether or not there
were concentration gradients present in each of the layers. The Mo L-, Zr L-, and Fe K-
energy peaks were used for quantification of the EDS spectra.
For the diffusion couples with a large enough IDZ thickness and concentration gradient,
only the high temperature Mo vs. Zr couples in this case, EPMA was conducted using a JEOL
Superprobe 733 to obtain concentration profiles for quantitative analysis. The line scans were
collected using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a point-to-point step size of 5 m. The pure
Mo and Zr at the terminal ends of one of the diffusion couples were used as calibration
standards. Again, the Mo L- and Zr L- X-ray lines were used for quantification. The ZAF
correction factor technique was employed to convert X-ray intensities to concentration where Z
corresponds to an atomic number correction, A relates to an absorption correction, and F
corresponds to a fluorescence correction. Once the concentrations were calculated, the values
were normalized to 100%. The concentration profiles reported for each couple were based on the
normalized atomic percentages and were then utilized to calculate the interdiffusion coefficients
as a function of temperature and concentration.
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3.3 Quantitative Analysis
3.3.1 Growth Constants
For diffusion couples in which intermetallic layers developed, a parabolic growth
constant was calculated assuming that the formation of the layer was diffusion controlled. In
order to calculate these growth constants, the BSE micrographs that were collected from each
couple were used to conduct thickness measurements. The “measure” tool in the ImageJ program
was used to obtain thickness values of each layer in units of pixels. Using the scale bar in each
image, a conversion factor was obtained to convert the thickness to units of micrometers. A
minimum of ten measurements were performed for each intermetallic layer in order to obtain a
statistical average and standard deviation.
Once the thickness values were obtained, the parabolic growth constants were calculated
based on the average thickness measured for each of the layers using

(16)

where

is the parabolic growth constant,

is the layer thickness in meters, and is the anneal

time in seconds. The calculated growth constants can then be compared to determine the relative
rates at which each of the phase layers develop within the interdiffusion zone. Also, the growth
constants obtained can be used to calculate the pre-exponential factor and activation energy for
growth of each of the phases, which can then be used to calculate the growth rate at any
temperature as shown in section 3.3.3.
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3.3.2 Interdiffusion Coefficients
For the high temperature (850 to 1050C) Mo vs. Zr diffusion couples, interdiffusion
coefficients were calculated based on the measured concentration profiles. The normalized Mo
concentration, in atomic percent, was plotted as a function of distance to obtain the original
concentration profile for each diffusion couple. The normalized data was then fitted to an
exponential growth curve using the nonlinear fit tool in Origins 8. Once the fitted data was
obtained, it was used to calculate the interdiffusion flux and interdiffusion coefficient as a
function of composition via the Boltzmann-Matano method. In this method, the location of the
Matano plane, or the plane of mass balance, is determined by numerically integrating over the
concentration profile so as to satisfy

(17)

where

is distance,

is the concentration of component (Mo or Zr in this case) at that point,

is the concentration of component

at the Matano plane, and

and

are the

concentrations of component at the terminal ends of the couple. The graphical representation of
this is shown in Figure 17. The Matano plane,

, is defined by the position that makes the two

horizontally hatched areas in Figure 17 equal. The interdiffusion flux of component ,

, is then

calculated with respect to the position of the Matano plane and is given by

(18)
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By combining the flux equation with Fick’s first law, the interdiffusion coefficient,

,

can be calculated using

(19)

Using this technique, concentration dependent diffusion coefficients were calculated for each of
the Mo vs. Zr concentration profiles obtained from the couples annealed at temperatures between
850 and 1050C. The diffusion coefficients obtained can then be used to calculate the preexponential factor and activation energy for interdiffusion, which are then used to calculate the
diffusion coefficient at any temperature as shown in section 3.3.3.

Figure 17: Schematic concentration profile for component in a hypothetical diffusion couple
between two alloys with starting compositions
and
showing the location of the Matano
plane
where the hatched areas on either side are equal.
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3.3.3 Activation Energies and Pre-exponential Factors
Temperature dependent processes generally follow an Arrhenius relationship. Since
diffusion is a thermally activated process, the temperature dependence of both parabolic growth
constants and diffusion coefficients should take the form of Arrhenius equations given by

and

respectively, where

and

are pre-exponential factors in m2/s,

energies for growth and diffusion in J/mole,

(20)

and

are the activation

is the molar gas constant in J/mole-K, and

is the

anneal temperature in Kelvin. The activation energies and pre-exponential factors can therefore
be determined from the slope and intercept of the line formed by plotting the natural log of either
and

versus the inverse temperature as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Schematic Arrhenius plot showing how activation energy and pre-exponential factor
for parabolic growth or diffusion can be obtained.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
4.1 Mo vs. Zr Diffusion Couples
Several diffusion couples were assembled between Mo and Zr and were annealed at the
temperatures and times listed in Table 6. The binary Mo-Zr phase diagram is also repeated here
in Figure 19 with dotted lines indicating the anneal temperatures. Some important features of the
phase diagram are the high solubility of Mo in Zr at high temperatures and the negligible
solubility of both Zr in Mo and Mo in Zr at low temperatures, the existence of one intermediate
phase, Mo2Zr, with a relatively high homogeneity range, and the allotropic transformation of Zr
from hcp to bcc at 863C. The anneal temperatures were specifically chosen to investigate the
effect of the allotropic transformation of Zr on the interdiffusion behavior between Mo and Zr.
The times were determined based on a preliminary study conducted at 850C.

Table 6: Experimental diffusion couple matrix for the Mo-Zr system.
Diffusion Couple
Side 1

Side 2

Temperature
(C)

Mo

Zr

700

60

Mo

Zr

750

30

Mo

Zr

850

15

Mo

Zr

950

15

Mo

Zr

1000

15

Mo

Zr

1050

15
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Anneal Time
(days)

Figure 19: Binary Mo-Zr phase diagram with dotted lines representing anneal temperatures.

4.1.1 Interdiffusion Zone Microstructure
Typical backscatter electron micrographs of the interdiffusion zones that developed in
each of the Mo vs. Zr diffusion couples are presented in Figure 20 through Figure 25. The
corresponding concentration profiles are superimposed on each micrograph for clarity. At first
glance, it appears that in the couples annealed above 700C there is only a large region of Zr
solid solution. However, in each couple, there is a thin layer at the interface that was identified
via EDS as Mo2Zr. In the couple annealed at 700C two layers were observed including a thin
Mo2Zr layer and a larger layer with a relatively constant composition of approximately 6 at.%
Mo. This result was not expected based on the binary Mo-Zr phase diagram as it indicates that
there is negligible solubility of Mo in Zr at temperatures below 738C.
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Figure 20: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed at 700C for 60 days.

Figure 21: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed at 750C for 30 days.
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Figure 22: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed at 850C for 15 days.

Figure 23: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed at 950C for 15 days.
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Figure 24: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed at 1000C for 15 days.

Figure 25: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed at 1050C for 15 days.
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4.1.2 Intermetallic Growth Kinetics
Based on the measured thicknesses of the Mo2Zr layers, the parabolic growth constants
were calculated for each diffusion couple. The average thickness determined from ten
measurements and the calculated growth constant values are presented in Table 7 for each of the
diffusion anneal temperatures. The growth constants calculated for the couples annealed above
700C obey an Arrhenius relationship as shown in Figure 26. Therefore, the pre-exponential
factor and activation energy for growth were determined to be approximately 6.5 x 10-15 m2/s and
90 kJ/mole, respectively. The growth constant calculated for the Mo2Zr layer that developed in
the 700C diffusion couple is slightly higher than expected based on the Arrhenius trend. This
discontinuity in the Arrhenius trend line suggests that the allotropic transformation of Zr may
affect the growth rate of the Mo2Zr phase.
Table 7: Thicknesses and parabolic growth constants calculated for the Mo2Zr layer that
developed in the Mo vs. Zr diffusion couples.
Anneal
Temp. (C)

Thickness
(m)

kp
(m2/s)

700

1.6

2.3 x 10-19

750

0.8

1.4 x 10-19

850

1.0

3.6 x 10-19

950

1.5

8.3 x 10-19

1000

1.6

9.4 x 10-19

1050

2.1

1.8 x 10-18
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Figure 26: Arrhenius plot of parabolic growth constants calculated for Mo2Zr.

4.1.3 Interdiffusion Coefficients
Concentration dependent interdiffusion coefficients were calculated for the Zr solid
solution phase that developed in the Mo vs. Zr couples annealed between 850 and 1050C using
the Boltzmann-Matano method. The calculated interdiffusion coefficients are presented as a
function of Mo concentration in Figure 27. This suggests that the interdiffusion coefficient
decreases exponentially as a function of the atomic fraction of Mo in the Zr solid solution. At a
constant Mo concentration of 6 at. %, the natural logarithm of the interdiffusion coefficients
were plotted as a function of inverse temperature to obtain the Arrhenius plot shown in Figure
28. Based on this plot, the pre-exponential factor and activation energy for diffusion in the Zr
solid solution phase were determined to be approximately 3.8 x 10-8 m2/s and 150 kJ/mole,
respectively.
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Figure 27: Concentration dependence of interdiffusion coefficients calculated for Mo vs. Zr
couples annealed at 850, 950, 1000, and 1050C for 15 days.

Figure 28: Arrhenius plot of interdiffusion coefficients calculated at 6 at.% Mo.
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4.2 Fe vs. Mo Diffusion Couples
Several diffusion couples were assembled between Fe and Mo and were annealed at the
temperatures and times listed in Table 8. The binary Fe-Mo phase diagram is also repeated here
in Figure 29 with dotted lines indicating the anneal temperatures. Some important features of the
phase diagram are the high solubility of Mo in Fe and the negligible solubility of Fe in Mo, the
existence of two intermediate phases, -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6 , and the allotropic transformation
of Fe from bcc to fcc at 912C. The anneal temperatures were specifically chosen to investigate
the effect of the allotropic transformation of Fe on the interdiffusion behavior between Fe and
Mo. The times were determined based on preliminary results of the higher temperature couples.
Table 8: Experimental diffusion couple matrix for the Fe-Mo system.
Diffusion Couple
Side 1

Side 2

Temperature
(C)

Fe

Mo

650

60

Fe

Mo

750

30

Fe

Mo

850

15

Fe

Mo

850

30

Fe

Mo

900

30

Fe

Mo

1000

15

Fe

Mo

1050

3

Fe

Mo

1050

5

Fe

Mo

1050

8

Fe

Mo

1050

15

50

Anneal Time
(days)

Figure 29: Binary Fe-Mo phase diagram with dotted lines representing anneal temperatures.

4.2.1 Interdiffusion Zone Microstructure
Typical backscatter electron micrographs of the interdiffusion zones that developed in
each of the Fe vs. Mo diffusion couples are presented in Figure 30 through Figure 39. The
corresponding concentration profiles are superimposed on each micrograph, except for the
couples annealed at 650 and 750C because the layers were too thin to obtain a meaningful
concentration profile. In each couple annealed from 650 to 900C there are two layers present
that were identified as -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6 based on compositional data obtained via EDS
and the binary phase diagram. In the two couples annealed at 850C, in addition to the -Fe2Mo
and -Fe7Mo6 layers, there was a layer observed with a relatively constant composition of
approximately 4 at.% Mo. This result was not expected based on the binary Fe-Mo phase
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diagram as it indicates that there is significant solubility, approximately 4 at.%, of Mo in Fe at
850C suggesting that the concentration profile should be smooth within this solid solution phase
and it should not appear as a separate layer with constant composition. At the anneal
temperatures of 1000 and 1050C only the -Fe7Mo6 intermediate phase was observed as
expected based on the phase diagram since the -Fe2Mo is not stable above 927C. In these
couples a region of Fe solid solution was observed and identified as -Fe while the terminal end
was identified as -Fe based on the compositions determined via EDS and the phase diagram.
There was a series of diffusion couples annealed at 1050C for various times to investigate the
growth of the -Fe7Mo6 and the -Fe layers as a function of time. The quantitative results are
presented in section 4.2.2.

Figure 30: BSE micrograph of Fe vs. Mo diffusion couple annealed at 650C for 60 days.
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Figure 31: BSE micrograph of Fe vs. Mo diffusion couple annealed at 750C for 30 days.

Figure 32: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 850C for 15 days.
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Figure 33: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 850C for 30 days.

Figure 34: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 900C for 30 days.
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Figure 35: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 1000C for 15 days.

Figure 36: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 1050C for 3 days.
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Figure 37: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 1050C for 5 days.

Figure 38: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 1050C for 8 days.
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Figure 39: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couple annealed at 1050C for 15 days.

4.2.2 Growth Kinetics
Thickness measurements were conducted for the layers observed in each Fe vs. Mo
couple and the average values obtained are presented in Table 9. Based on these thickness
measurements, parabolic growth constants were calculated for each phase and temperature and
are listed in Table 10. An Arrhenius plot of the growth constants calculated for the -Fe2Mo and
-Fe7Mo6 phase layers from 650 to 850C is shown in Figure 40. The pre-exponential factor and
activation energy for growth of the -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6 phases were therefore calculated to
be 5.9 x 10-5 m2/s and 234 kJ/mole and 1.2 x 10-9 m2/s and 154 kJ/mole, respectively. Because
the -Fe7Mo6 phase was the consistent phase at each anneal temperature, an Arrhenius plot of
the growth constants throughout the entire temperature range is shown in Figure 41. This plot
shows that there is a different trend for the couples annealed at higher temperatures, 900 to
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1050C, than those annealed at lower temperatures, 650 to 850C. Again, the pre-exponential
factor and activation energy for growth of the -Fe7Mo6 phase in the lower temperature range
were calculated to be approximately 1.2 x 10-9 m2/s and 154 kJ/mole, respectively, while in the
higher temperature range they were not determined due to the fact that the growth constants
calculated for the couples annealed at 1050C do not overlap. Based on the thickness values
calculated for the series of diffusion couples annealed at 1050C for various times, the growth
rates of the -Fe7Mo6 and the -Fe layers do not appear to be parabolic in nature, as shown in
Figure 42 where the thickness is plotted as a function of the square root of the anneal time. This
result suggests that the growth of these phases in this temperature range is not diffusion
controlled.

Table 9: Average thickness measurements for different phases observed in Fe vs. Mo diffusion
couples.
Temp. (C)

Time (days)

λ (μm)

μ (μm)

α (μm)

650

60

0.9

0.6

N.A.

750

30

1.3

1.0

N.A.

850

15

5.4

1.5

N.A.

850

30

5.7

2.0

N.A.

900

15

4.0

11.0

N.A.

1000

15

N.A.

23.3

20.8

1050

3

N.A.

24.4

7.3

1050

5

N.A.

25.4

52.4

1050

8

N.A.

23.0

431.0

1050

15

N.A.

16.6

457.5
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Table 10: Calculated parabolic growth constants for different phases observed in Fe vs. Mo
diffusion couples.
Temp. (C)

Time (days)

λ (m2/s)

μ (m2/s)

α (m2/s)

650

60

3.9 x 10-18

2.2 x 10-18

N.A.

750

30

4.2 x 10-17

1.8 x 10-17

N.A.

850

15

6.3 x 10-16

8.6 x10-17

N.A.

850

30

1.1 x 10-15

7.4 x 10-17

N.A.

900

15

6.2 x 10-16

4.7 x 10-15

N.A.

1000

15

N.A.

2.1 x 10-14

1.7 x 10-14

1050

3

N.A.

1.2 x 10-13

1.0 x 10-14

1050

5

N.A.

8.9 x 10-14

3.2 x 10-13

1050

8

N.A.

3.8 x 10-14

1.3 x 10-11

1050

15

N.A.

1.1 x 10-14

8.1 x 10-12

Figure 40: Arrhenius plot of parabolic growth constants calculated for -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6
from low temperature (650 to 850C) diffusion couples.
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Figure 41: Arrhenius plot of parabolic growth constants calculated for -Fe7Mo6 from low
temperature (650 to 850C) and high temperature (900 to 1050C) diffusion couples.

Figure 42: Plot of thickness vs. square root of time for Fe vs. Mo couples annealed at 1050C
indicating that the growth of the -Fe7Mo6 and -Fe phases is not parabolic in nature.
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4.3 Fe vs. Zr Diffusion Couples
Several diffusion couples were assembled between Fe and Zr and were annealed at the
temperatures and times listed in Table 11. The binary Fe-Zr phase diagram is also repeated here
in Figure 43 with dotted lines indicating the anneal temperatures. Some important features of the
phase diagram are the slight solubility of Fe in Zr between 795 and 940C and the negligible
solubility of Zr in Fe and Fe in Zr at temperatures below 795C, the existence of four
intermediate phases, FeZr3 , FeZr2 , Fe2Zr , and Fe23Zr6 , and the allotropic transformations of
both Fe and Zr from bcc to fcc at 912C and from hcp to bcc at 863C, respectively. The anneal
temperatures were specifically chosen to investigate the effect of the allotropic transformations
of Fe and Zr on the interdiffusion behavior between them. The times were determined based on
preliminary results of the higher temperature couples.

Table 11: Experimental diffusion couple matrix for the Fe-Zr system.
Diffusion Couple
Side 1

Side 2

Temperature
(C)

Fe

Zr

750

30

Fe

Zr

850

15

61

Anneal Time
(days)

Figure 43: Binary Fe-Zr phase diagram with dotted lines representing anneal temperatures.

4.3.1 Interdiffusion Zone Microstructure
Typical backscatter electron micrographs of the interdiffusion zones that developed in
each of the Fe vs. Zr diffusion couples are presented in Figure 44 through Figure 45. The
corresponding concentration profiles are superimposed on each micrograph for clarity. In the
couple annealed at 750C for 30 days, two intermetallic phases were observed and were
identified as FeZr3 and FeZr2 based on compositional data obtained via EDS and the binary
phase diagram. In the couple annealed at 850C, however, there were also two intermetallic
layers present, but they were identified via EDS and the phase diagram as Fe2Zr and Fe23Zr6.
Therefore, all four intermetallics presented on the phase diagram were observed, but only two
appeared to develop in each couple.
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Figure 44: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Zr diffusion couple
annealed at 750C for 30 days.

Figure 45: BSE micrograph and superimposed concentration profile of Fe vs. Zr diffusion couple
annealed at 850C for 15 days.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1 Mo vs. Zr Diffusion Couples
The results obtained through this investigation regarding the Mo-Zr system were
compared with those reported in literature. All of the phase diagrams presented show Mo2Zr as
the only intermediate phase that exists in this system. In the earlier diffusion studies conducted in
1964 and 1987, this intermetallic was not observed [33, 34]. However, while it is not obvious at
first, a thin layer of Mo2Zr did form in each of the Mo vs. Zr diffusion couples analyzed in this
study. The thickness of this Mo2Zr layer is very small relative to the Zr solid solution phase that
formed in the remainder of the interdiffusion zone and hence could have been indistinguishable
at the time the previous studies were conducted. In general, the concentration profiles presented
for the high temperature couples characterized in this study agree well with the results of
Karpinos who reported one-sided diffusion of Mo into Zr with increasing Mo solubility with
increasing anneal temperature and no diffusion of Zr into Mo [34].
The growth kinetics of the Mo2Zr phase was also considered in this investigation. Based
on the Arrhenius plot presented in Figure 26 the pre-exponential factor and activation energy for
growth were calculated to be 6.5 x 10-15 m2/s and 90 kJ/mole, respectively. However, the
parabolic growth constant calculated for the Mo2Zr layer that developed in the couple annealed
at 700C is higher than the value predicted by the trend line. This suggests that the change from
-Zr to -Zr as the phase neighboring the Mo2Zr intermetallic layer influences its growth rate.
Possible explanations for this difference will be presented later in this section as the
microstructure of the interdiffusion zone that developed in the couple annealed at 700C will be
further discussed.
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Concentration dependent interdiffusion coefficients were calculated for the Zr solid
solution layer that developed in the couples annealed at 850C and above. As shown in Figure
27, the interdiffusion coefficients decrease exponentially with an increase in Mo concentration.
Based on the values calculated at 6 at. % Mo for each temperature, the interdiffusion coefficients
obey the Arrhenius relationship as shown in Figure 27. This plot was used to determine the preexponential factor and activation energy to be approximately 3.8 x 10-8 m2/s and 150 kJ/mole,
respectively. At 1050C, the interdiffusion coefficient in the Zr solid solution phase was
calculated to range from 6.4 x 10-14 m2/s at 2 at. % Mo to 2.8 x 10-14 m2/s at 11 at. % Mo.
According to the study presented by Bhatt in 2000, the composition dependent interdiffusion
coefficient for the Mo solid solution phase at 2358K (2085C) was calculated to range from 1.63
x 10-13 to 1.27 x 10-14 m2/s for Zr concentrations from 4.9 to 0 at.% respectively [29]. Therefore,
the values presented by Bhatt for the Mo solid solution phase at 2085C are around the same
magnitude as those calculated in this study for the Zr solid solution phase at 1050C.
The interdiffusion coefficient for the Mo2Zr intermediate phase at 2093K (1820C) was
also calculated by Bhatt and was determined to be 8.83 x 10-14 m2/s. Again the value of the
interdiffusion coefficient in this phase at 1820C is approximately the same as that calculated for
the Zr solid solution phase at 1050C. This suggests that the interdiffusion coefficient for the Zr
solid solution phase would be significantly higher than for either the Mo solid solution or Mo2Zr
phases at any given temperature. Also, the homogeneity range of the Zr solid solution phase is
much larger than that of the other two phases. These two facts support the formation of a large Zr
solid solution layer in the interdiffusion zone of these couples with negligible layers of both Mo
solid solution and Mo2Zr. Another factor that could influence the growth kinetics and inhibit the
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formation of the Mo2Zr layer is that the crystal structure is a complex cubic structure that
requires ordering and is more difficult to arrange as compared to simply mixing two bcc
materials into a solid solution phase.
Another aspect of the Mo-Zr system that was investigated via the diffusion zone
characterization was the homogeneity range of each of the three phases present on the phase
diagram. Based on the concentration profiles for each of the couples, there is negligible solubility
of Zr in Mo. Also, because the thicknesses of the Mo2Zr layers were so low, an accurate
measurement of solubility within this phase could not be performed. Therefore, only the
solubility of Mo in Zr was considered in this study. A schematic of the Zr-rich segment of the
Mo-Zr binary phase diagram was developed based on the compositional data obtained from the
interdiffusion zones that developed in each of the couples and is presented in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Schematic of Zr-rich segment of Mo-Zr binary phase diagram where open circles
represent compositional data points obtained from interdiffusion zones in the Mo vs. Zr diffusion
couples characterized in this study and dotted lines indicate suggested phase region boundaries.
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The schematic of this portion of the phase diagram agrees most closely with the phase
diagram presented by Zinkevich, as shown in Figure 8a, that was developed based on a
thermodynamic assessment [30, 31]. The solubility limits according to this work and Zinkevich’s
assessment match relatively well at each temperature, with the exception of 700C, and are
significantly lower than those reported in the phase diagrams suggested by other authors. As
mentioned previously, the couple annealed at 700C had a layer in the interdiffusion zone with a
constant composition of approximately 6 at. % as shown in Figure 20. Based on the results of
this work and the schematic phase diagram presented in Figure 46, it appears that the -Zr  Zr + Mo2Zr eutectoid reaction temperature is near 700C rather than at 738C as suggested by
the phase diagram presented in Figure 7. There has been some discrepancy between the reported
values for both the eutectoid temperature and composition. Table 12 lists the values reported in
literature regarding this reaction.

Table 12: Values reported for -Zr  -Zr + Mo2Zr eutectoid reaction temperature and
composition according to various authors.
Author

Ce (at. % Zr)

Te (K)

Te (C)

Reference

Domagala

92.5  1.0

1053  5

780  5

[50]

Svechnikov

92.0

1053  5

780  5

[51]

Rudy

92.8

903

630

[52]

Samsonor

-

1011  30

738  30

[53]

Brewer

92.8  1.0

1011  30

738  30

[28]

Zinkevich

93.7

1003

730

[30, 31]

Perez

95.7

1050

777

[32]

This Study

93.9  0.4

~ 973

~ 700

[This Study]
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As shown in the table, the eutectoid temperature has been reported to be anywhere from
as high as 780C by Domagala to as low as 630C by Svenhnikov. The eutectoid compositions
reported also have a relatively wide range from 92.0 to 95.7 atomic % Zr. The values found in
this study lie near the middle of both of these ranges. Again, the data observed in this work most
closely agrees with the values recently reported by Zinkevich in a thermodynamic assessment of
the Mo-Zr system. However, the eutectoid temperature suggested here is still slightly lower than
that proposed by Zinkevich.
According to the original Mo-Zr phase diagram presented in Figure 7, only a Mo2Zr layer
should have formed in the interdiffusion zone of a Mo vs. Zr diffusion couple isothermally
annealed at 700C. If, instead, the eutectoid temperature is indeed lower than initially thought
based on the phase diagrams, the additional layer present in the interdiffusion zone of the 700C
couple would be a -Zr layer as observed in the remainder of the couples. If this is the case, then
the explanation for the Mo2Zr growth constant being higher than expected based on the
Arrhenius trend followed by the Mo2Zr layers that developed in the rest of the couples is not
valid. The boundary condition would not be changed because the layer adjacent to the Mo 2Zr
layer would still be -Zr and not -Zr. However, the thickness of this -Zr layer should be
higher based on the anneal time and the diffusion coefficient extrapolated from the preexponential factor and activation energy calculated from the high temperature diffusion couples.
Therefore, it seems that reducing the anneal temperature still affects the growth kinetics of both
the Mo2Zr and Zr solid solution layers that develop in the interdiffusion zone. The significantly
reduced solubility of Mo in the -Zr layer at this temperature could influence the growth rates of
these phases by reducing the rate at which the -Zr layer can develop and consequently
increasing the relative rate that the Mo2Zr layer forms.
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5.2 Fe vs. Mo Diffusion Couples
The results obtained through this investigation regarding the Fe-Mo system were
compared with those reported in literature. Two main aspects of the phase diagram can be
commented on based on this work which are the existence of the  phase and the homogeneity
range of the . Based on early reports of the phase diagram, the  phase was not included
because most investigators up to that point had not observed it [26]. In 1967, Sinha redrew the
phase diagram to include this phase, as shown in Figure 10a, because it had been experimentally
observed several times since [36]. However, Heijwegen conducted a diffusion couple analysis in
1974 and again did not observe the  phase and consequently removed it from the phase diagram
as shown in Figure 10b [37]. Based on more recent thermodynamic assessments of the system
conducted by both Guillermet and Zinkevich, the  phase does exist as an intermediate phase on
the equilibrium phase diagram [31, 38]. Both phase diagrams presented by Guillermet and
Zinkevich agree rather well with the exception of some slight differences in homogeneity ranges.
In this study, the  phase was observed in the interdiffusion zone of the couples annealed at or
below 900C as expected as the  phase is only stable up to 927C based on the phase diagram
shown in Figure 9. Because there is not a large composition difference between the  and the 
phases, there is very little contrast difference and the formation of the two distinct layers is not
easily observed. This is particularly true of the higher temperature anneals where the higher
solubility of the  phase makes the composition difference between the two even smaller and
harder to distinguish. However, based on the BSE micrographs and corresponding concentration
profiles, it is clear that both phases are present in the interdiffusion zone as distinct layers in the
couples annealed at or below 900C.
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The concentration profiles for several of the diffusion couples show a significant
composition range over several percent in the  phase which agrees well with the phase diagram
presented by Guillermet. More interestingly, however, based on a few of the concentration
profiles for the couples annealed at the lower temperatures where the  phase is stable, it too
appears to have a homogeneity range of at least a few percent as shown in Figure 32 through
Figure 34. This indicates that the  phase should not be represented as a line compound as it is
currently in the phase diagram and should instead have a slight range of composition.
Based on the thickness measurements of the intermetallic layers in the couples annealed
at and below 850C, an Arrhenius trend for both the  and  phases was plotted as shown in
Figure 40. The pre-exponential factors and activation energies for growth of the -Fe2Mo and Fe7Mo6 phases were therefore calculated to be 5.9 x 10-5 m2/s and 234 kJ/mole and 1.2 x 10-9
m2/s and 154 kJ/mole, respectively. Because the -Fe7Mo6 phase was the consistent phase at
each anneal temperature, an Arrhenius plot of the growth constants throughout the entire
temperature range is shown in Figure 41. This plot shows that there is a different trend for the
couples annealed at higher temperatures, 900 to 1050C, than those annealed at lower
temperatures, 650 to 850C. In the higher temperature range the pre-exponential factor and
activation energy for growth of the  phase were not determined due to the fact that the growth
constants calculated for the couples annealed at 1050C do not overlap. Based on the thickness
values calculated for the series of diffusion couples annealed at 1050C for various times, the
growth rates of the -Fe7Mo6 and the -Fe layers do not appear to be parabolic in nature, as
shown in Figure 42 where the thickness is plotted as a function of the square root of the anneal
time. This result suggests that the growth of these phases in this temperature range is not
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diffusion controlled and is instead interface or reaction controlled. However, in the low
temperature range, two couples were annealed at 850C for different times, 15 and 30 days. As
shown in Figure 40 the two data points corresponding to these couples overlap relatively well
suggesting that at low temperatures the formation of these layers is diffusion controlled. At lower
temperatures, diffusion is slower and hence might be the rate limiting factor while at high
temperatures, with diffusion occurring much more rapidly, the supply rate of atoms to the
interface may be higher than the rate at which the reaction can occur causing the process to be
interface or reaction controlled in this temperature regime. Based on the plot shown in Figure 42,
the growth of the -Fe phase appears to be asymptotic in nature while the  layer seems to grow
to a critical thickness and remain constant or may even deplete over time. Cases have been
reported by Dybkov in which reaction diffusion in binary systems causes situations where a
minimal thickness of a layer must form in order for another layer to start to develop or non-linear
and asymptotic growth of certain phases occurs [7].
Another feature of the interdiffusion zone microstructures that developed in the two
couples annealed at 850C, was the additional layer with approximately 4 at. % Mo that was not
expected to form based on the phase diagram. This additional layer with relatively constant
composition may be explained by the magnetic transition of Fe from ferromagnetic to
paramagnetic at 769C. It has been reported by Miodownik that one of the most prominent
effects of magnetic transformations on phase boundaries is a change in terminal solubility limits
created by the intersection of a transus line and a Curie temperature [54]. This shift in solubility
due to the magnetic transition could possibly account for the formation of this layer as these two
couples were annealed above the Curie temperature. However, a further investigation would
need to be conducted in order to verify this.
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5.3 Fe vs. Zr Diffusion Couples
The Fe-Zr system has been studied extensively, but there are still uncertainties regarding
the existence and temperature/composition ranges of the intermetallic compounds present in the
phase diagram. Contradictory results have been published concerning the existence of the phase
Fe23Zr6 (or Fe3Zr as denoted in earlier works). Several authors experimentally observed this
phase in cast alloys of varying compositions. However, Stein suggested that this is an oxygen
stabilized phase that does not belong to the binary diagram. There have also been some
controversies over the homogeneity ranges of the Fe2Zr and FeZr3 phases. Consequently, some
experimental and thermodynamic assessments of the binary Fe-Zr system have been conducted
in an attempt to clarify these discrepancies and have resulted in several variations of the
equilibrium phase diagram as repeated in Figure 47 for reference.

Figure 47: Various versions of the Fe-Zr phase diagram based on thermodynamic calculations
and experimental values.
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The results obtained from the characterization of the two diffusion couples analyzed in
this system will be discussed with respect to each of these issues concerning the phase diagram.
Based on the compositional analysis performed, the intermetallic layers in the Fe vs. Zr couple
annealed at 750C were identified as FeZr2 and FeZr3 while in the couple annealed at 850C the
intermetallic layers were identified as Fe2Zr and Fe23Zr6. A schematic of the layers that
developed in each couple is presented in Figure 48 along with the corresponding phases circled
on one of the phase diagrams for clarity. Based on these results, it appears that the change in the
boundary condition from  to -Zr alters the intermetallic layers that develop in the
interdiffusion zone. One possible explanation for this change is that upon transformation to -Zr
there is a larger solubility for Fe and the more Fe-rich intermetallics can form while -Zr has a
negligible solubility and the more Zr-rich phases form instead. However, the transformation from
ferromagnetic to paramagnetic Fe at 769C could have an influence on the diffusion behavior in
this system also and could possibly affect intermetallic formation as it has been reported that the
magnetic transformation changes ordered phase stability in the Fe-Ni system [54].

Figure 48: Schematic representations of and corresponding phases diagrams showing phases that
developed in the interdiffusion zones of Fe vs. Zr couples annealed at a) 750C and b) 850C.
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One of the main controversies regarding this system is the existence and stability of the
Fe23Zr6 phase. Based on compositional analysis, this phase formed a layer approximately 5 m
in thickness in the Fe vs. Zr couple annealed at 850C. According to Stein, this phase is
stabilized by oxygen and is not part of the equilibrium binary Fe-Zr system. A BSE micrograph
of one of the alloys in which Stein observed the Fe23Zr6 phase is shown in Figure 49a. A BSE
micrograph of the interdiffusion zone that formed in the couple annealed at 850C is shown in
Figure 49b. The corresponding oxygen maps are shown in Figure 49c and Figure 49d
respectively. In Figure 49c the bright spots indicate increased oxygen levels in the regions
corresponding to Fe23Zr6. However, in Figure 49, the dark spots represent increased oxygen
content and indicate that the oxygen level in the Fe23Zr6 phase is lower that the impurity content
in the pure Fe suggesting that the Fe23Zr6 phase is not necessarily oxygen stabilized.

Figure 49: a) BSE micrograph of the Fe23Zr6 enriched region of the Fe-14at.%Zr alloy heat
treated for 100 hours at 1150C as presented by Stein, b) BSE micrograph of Fe vs. Zr diffusion
couple annealed for 15 days at 850C as presented in this study, c) oxygen map with bright spots
representing increased oxygen content in the Fe23Zr6 regions, and d) oxygen map with gray spots
representing increased oxygen content.
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Another point of contention regarding the various phase diagrams presented for the Fe-Zr
system are the homogeneity ranges of the various intermetallic phases. Several authors showed
limited or no solubility in the Fe2Zr and FeZr3 phases. However, some indicated that the
composition of these phases ranges over several percent. The concentration profiles collected
from the diffusion couples annealed at 750 and 850C suggest that there is some solubility within
both of these phases. The couple annealed at 750C developed an FeZr3 layer with
approximately 6 at. % variation in composition and the couple annealed at 850C developed an
Fe2Zr layer with approximately 3 at. % variation in composition as shown in Figure 50. These
results combined with the other observations made based on the two couples characterized in the
Fe-Zr system suggest that the phase diagram proposed by Okamoto is the most appropriate for
this system.

Figure 50: BSE micrographs and superimposed concentration profiles showing homogeneity
ranges of Fe2Zr and FeZr3 phases.
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5.4 General Discussion
The results of this work indicate that the allotropic transformations of both Fe and Zr play
a role in the interdiffusion behavior of these systems. It appears that both the phase formation
and growth rates are affected by the phase transformations of the terminal ends of the diffusion
couples. It seems to make sense that a change in crystal structure would be accompanied by a
change in interdiffusion behavior since the similarity in crystal structures between two phases is
known to influence the growth rates of intermediate phases. However, the exact effects of
allotropic transformations on interdiffusion behavior remain unclear.
A related study has recently been conducted to investigate the interdiffusion behavior
between pure depleted uranium and iron [55]. In this study, mechanically bonded diffusion
couples were also used to analyze the phase formation and growth kinetics of the intermediate
phases in the U-Fe system. Diffusion anneal temperatures of 580, 615, 650, 680, and 700C were
chosen to be both above and below the allotropic transformation from orthorhombic  to
tetragonal -U. Both of the intermetallic phases present on the binary phase diagram, U6Fe and
UFe2, appeared in the interdiffusion zone. Based on the corresponding concentration profiles,
parabolic growth constants and integrated interdiffusion coefficients were calculated. Figure 51
shows an Arrhenius plot of the integrated interdiffusion coefficients. From this plot the preexponential factors and activation energies of diffusion for both the U6Fe and UFe2 phases were
calculated. As shown in the figure, a discontinuity in the Arrhenius trend line for each
intermediate phase was observed near the allotropic transformation temperature of U at 667C.
This suggests that the allotropic transformation of uranium affected the interdiffusion behavior of
these two intermetallics.
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Figure 51: Arrhenius plot of integrated interdiffusion coefficients for both U6Fe and UFe2.
While Fe was also involved in this system, the diffusion anneal temperatures used in this
study were well below either the allotropic or magnetic transformation temperatures of Fe.
Therefore, this discontinuity of the integrated interdiffusion coefficients should solely be due to
the transformation of uranium. As previously mentioned, in order for an allotropic
transformation to exist, the free energy curves of the two phases must intersect, which
corresponds to a difference in heat capacity of the two phases. Therefore, a change in the
temperature dependence of the thermodynamic driving force for the reaction to occur can be
expected upon the allotropic transformation. In addition, the crystal structure and corresponding
binding energies are altered by the transformation and can affect the distance and consequently
the rate at which the atoms diffuse.
The aforementioned factors may explain some of the reasons for the effects of allotropic
transformations on the growth rate of certain intermediate phases. However, the results of this
work, particularly for the Fe-Zr system, suggest that the allotropic transformation may influence
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which intermetallics even develop to an observable thickness in the reaction zone. Because of the
difference in temperature and crystal structure upon transformation, different allotropes typically
have largely varying solubilities for other elements. As previously discussed, the homogeneity
range of a phase and the similarity between adjacent crystal structures are two factors that help to
determine which phases form more rapidly. Upon an allotropic transformation, both of these
factors can change relatively drastically and hence may consequently promote the formation of
different phases. Because the magnetic transition temperature of Fe is in between the two
diffusion anneal temperatures used in this work, it is difficult to distinguish the effects of the
allotropic and magnetic transformations and hence, the magnetic transition could also play an
important role in determining which phases form. Other explanations for such behavior need to
be considered upon further study of the system.
It has also been previously observed that many of the transition metals exhibit anomalies
in their diffusion behavior [56, 57]. In addition, an important characteristic of the metals showing
this anomalous diffusion behavior is that they are all allotropic in nature [58, 59]. Both the
diffusion behavior and phase transformation characteristics are correlated to the entropy of
fusion [60]. It has been shown by Tiwari that, through this dependence on the entropy of fusion,
the diffusion behavior and phase transformation characteristics are related to each other [60].
Again, however, the exact effects of allotropic transformations on the interdiffusion behavior are
not completely understood and need to be studied further in order to gain insight into the role
that they play in the formation and growth rate of intermediate phases. Additional diffusion
experiments should be conducted to better understand the role of the allotropic transformations
of Fe and Zr in these systems and then the approach should be extended to study other systems
involving allotropic transformations.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Mo-Zr System
Several diffusion couples were assembled and isothermally annealed at temperatures
between 700 and 1050C for times ranging from 15 to 60 days. In all of the couples a thin layer
of the only intermediate phase on the phase diagram, Mo2Zr, formed. However, this layer was
negligible compared to the much larger Zr solid solution layer that developed in each of the
diffusion couples. No solubility of Zr into Mo was observed based on the concentration profiles
collected from each of the couples. The parabolic growth constants were calculated for the
Mo2Zr layers and were found to obey an Arrhenius relationship excluding that for the couple
annealed at 700C. The corresponding pre-exponential factor and activation energy for the
growth of the Mo2Zr layer were calculated to be 6.5 x 10-15 m2/s and 90 kJ/mole based on the
Arrhenius trend. Using the Boltzmann-Matano method, concentration dependent interdiffusion
coefficients were calculated for the Zr solid solution phase based on the couples annealed at
850C and above. There is a slightly negative exponential dependence of the interdiffusion
coefficient on Mo concentration. The interdiffusion coefficients were also found to obey an
Arrhenius relationship and the corresponding pre-exponential factor and activation energy were
calculated to be 3.8 x 10-8 m2/s and 150 kJ/mole, respectively. The solubility limits of Mo in Zr
were also investigated and the Zr-rich portion of the phase diagram was schematically drawn.
This portion of the phase diagram matches Zinkevich’s version most closely with respect to the
solubility of Mo in Zr in the temperature range investigated in this study. However, the results of
this work also suggest that the -Zr  -Zr + Mo2Zr eutectoid reaction temperature may be near
700C, which is slightly lower than most reported values.
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6.2 Fe-Mo System
Several diffusion couples were assembled and isothermally annealed at temperatures
between 650 and 1050C for times ranging from 3 to 60 days. In the couples annealed at and
below 900C, both the intermediate phases, -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6 , present on the binary FeMo phase diagram were observed. The homogeneity range observed in the  phase agreed well
with that suggested in the phase diagram. However, the concentration profiles obtained from
these couples indicated that the  phase is not a line compound and instead exists over a range of
a few atomic percent. In the couples annealed above 900C, only the  phase and a layer
corresponding to -Fe formed which was the expected result according to the phase diagram.
Based on the couples annealed between 650 and 850C, the pre-exponential factor and activation
energy for growth of the  and  phases were calculated to be 5.9 x 10-5 m2/s and 234 kJ/mole
and 1.2 x 10-9 m2/s and 154 kJ/mole, respectively. Four diffusion couples were annealed at
1050C for various times to investigate the growth of the  and -Fe layers as a function of time.
In the higher temperature range the pre-exponential factor and activation energy for growth of
the  phase were not determined due to the fact that the growth constants calculated for the
couples annealed at 1050C do not overlap. This suggests that the growth in this temperature
regime does not obey the Arrhenius relationship. Based on the thickness measurements the
growth rates of the  and the -Fe layers do not appear to be parabolic in nature and hence the
growth process is likely reaction controlled rather than diffusion controlled. The formation of an
additional layer with an approximately constant composition of 4 at. % Mo in the two couples
annealed at 850C could be due to a change in terminal solubility caused by the magnetic
transformation of Fe from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic at 769C.
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6.3 Fe-Zr System
Two diffusion couples between Fe and Zr were assembled and isothermally annealed at
750 and 850C for 30 and 15 days respectively. Two intermetallic layers developed in the
interdiffusion zone of each couple. In the couple annealed at 750C, the two layers that
developed were identified based on compositional analysis as FeZr2 and FeZr3 while the two
layers that formed in the 850C couple were identified as Fe2Zr and Fe23Zr6. The formation of
these four layers accounts for all of the intermediate phases that are known to exist in the binary
system, but it is not clear why only two formed in each couple. One possible explanation is the
transition of the boundary layer from  to -Zr alters the intermetallic layers that develop in the
interdiffusion zone. The transformation to -Zr means a larger solubility for Fe and the more Ferich intermetallics can form while -Zr has a negligible solubility for Fe and the more Zr-rich
phases form instead. However, the transformation from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic Fe at
770C could have an influence on the diffusion behavior in this system also and could possibly
affect intermetallic formation. Some key features of the phase diagram were also considered
based on the results of these two couples. According to Stein, the Fe23Zr6 phase should not be
presented on the binary Fe-Zr phase diagram because it is stabilized by oxygen. However, an
oxygen map collected from the couple annealed at 850C did not show increased oxygen content
in the Fe23Zr6 layer that developed in the interdiffusion zone and hence does not support the
claim that this phase is oxygen stabilized. The homogeneity range of the Fe2Zr and FeZr3 phases
were also determined to be several percent based on the concentration profiles collected from the
two diffusion couples. All of the results obtained from the analysis of the diffusion couples
indicated that Okamoto’s version of the Fe-Zr phase diagram is most appropriate.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK
In order to conduct a more thorough investigation of the equilibrium phase diagrams and
growth kinetics of the various phases that form as a result of interdiffusion in these three
systems, several more diffusion couples would need to be annealed and characterized. Also,
because all of the phase identifications were based on compositional data and knowledge of the
respective binary phase diagrams, TEM should be performed to obtain electron diffraction
patters to verify the crystal structures of each of the phases present.
With respect to the Mo-Zr system, various heat treatments should be conducted to
investigate the composition and temperature of the -Zr  -Zr + Mo2Zr eutectoid reaction. The
discrepancy among the growth constant of the Mo2Zr layer in the couple annealed at 700C and
the Arrhenius trend should then be investigated to determine the reason for the difference. In
addition, the homogeneity range and interdiffusion coefficient of the Mo2Zr phase could be
determined and subsequently compared to previous values reported in literature if annealed for a
long enough time for the layer to grow substantially larger.
In the Fe-Mo system, further analysis could be done to more accurately determine the
homogeneity ranges of the -Fe2Mo and -Fe7Mo6 phases. Another diffusion couple study
should be conducted specifically considering the diffusion behavior as a function of time to
better understand the growth kinetics of the phases present and to determine the rate limiting
parameters in the different temperature regimes. The effect of the magnetic transformation of
ferromagnetic Fe to paramagnetic Fe on the interdiffusion behavior should also be considered
further in order to determine the nature of the additional layer that formed in the interdiffusion
zone of the couples annealed at 850C.
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Regarding the Fe-Zr system, several more diffusion couples should be characterized in
order to draw any firm conclusions with respect to the formation, or lack thereof, of the various
intermetallic phases present in the phase diagram. In analyzing these additional couples, a more
accurate determination of the homogeneity ranges and stability of these intermediate phases
could be made. Particular consideration should be given to investigating the effects of the
magnetic transformation of Fe on the formation of certain intermetallics over others. The
existence of the Fe23Zr6 phase as an equilibrium phase on the binary phase diagram should also
be considered to verify whether or not it is an oxygen stabilized phase.
In general, this study should be extended to further investigate the effects of the allotropic
transformations of Fe and Zr on the interdiffusion behavior in these systems. A more systematic
approach should be taken to eliminate or better understand the effects of other variables, such as
the magnetic transformation of Fe, on the interdiffusion behavior in order to decipher the exact
role of the allotropic transformation. This approach could then be extended to investigate the
interdiffusion behavior in other systems involving metals that undergo an allotropic
transformation to achieve a better understanding of the fundamental reasons for the effects of the
transformation.
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